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the driver package is usually named after the gpu manufacturer and the graphic chipset it supports. for example, gma 950 or intel gma 945. the second step is extracting the archive of the driver’s package. it’s very easy, as you just need to double-click on the file to open it. the next step is running the setup (usually with an intel gma 950 driver. there are two options. the first option is to directly install the driver without launching the setup. the second option is to run the setup and follow the on-screen instructions
to install the driver. that’s it, you are done. the driver is installed. if you have any problems, we strongly advise you to check our website. we have tried to make our website as useful as possible and will continue to update our site so that you can download drivers for your system. at the end of the day, intel gma 950 is an old graphics chip, but it is still an excellent choice for those who are looking for a low-priced solution. its main feature is its shader support, which enables it to render up to three times faster than
the previous generation gma 900 and directx 9.0 support. the second great feature of the intel gma 950 is its power consumption. intel gma 950 supports the shader model 3.0, which increases the shader’s power consumption by up to 60% when compared with shader model 2.0. to top it off, its power consumption is about 30% lower than the previous generation gma 900. the last, but not the least, feature is the instruction set support. intel gma 950 supports the following instruction sets: mmx, sse, sse2, sse3,

and sse4. on top of that, it supports dma and bump mapping (dxt), which means it can be used as an engine for video cards.
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